The scaling behaviors of global pinning force density (F~=J, XB) in dc sputtered Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 superconducting thin films as functions of both the reduced magnetic field and temperature were investigated by direct transport measurements for fields up to 4 kOe. It was found that, depending on the film granularities (originating from different deposition and annealing conditions and characterized by the temperature and magnetic-field dependencies of critical currents), vastly different scaling behaviors were manifested. For films with very high critical current densities, where the intragranular behaviors prevailed, the conventional surface core pinning by some high-density normal pinning centers combined with a significant Aux creep appeared to be the predominant limiting mechanisms for the critical current densities, whereas in more granular films, suggestive collective-pinning effects arising from the weakly pinned fluxoids in the intergranular networks were observed.
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Critical current densities (J, ) To determine the critical current densities of the films a practical criterion of 1 pV/cm has been adopted in all cases.
In Fig. 1 The curves are the fits to Eq. (1) (4lna) is the maximum pinning energy of a point center with dimension of g. The slopes estimated from the inset of Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b Fig.   1(a) suggests that essentially the same pinning mechanisms are active in these films, whereas for films shown in Fig. 1(b) totally different pinning mechanisms are clearly acting and further studies are clearly needed.
In Fig. 2 Fp=aH2+b for flux-line-lattice shearing). '6 It is noted here that the choice of a particular extrapolation method does not affect the apparent scaling observed. Thus, the well-behaved scaling behaviors with both temperature and field exhibited in Fig. 3(a) ' The solid curve shown in Fig.   3 In contrast to the behavior described above, the scaling of F for the granular films is clearly absent, as shown in Fig. 3 '" In the language of flux pinning, a system with such a weak and randomly distributed pinning networks should give rise to collective-pinning effects on the fluxoids existent in the mixed state. NSC80-0208-M009-24 and NSC81-0208-M009-501. manifested by these films (Fig. 4) clearly replicate the main features of collective pinning observed in the model systems of amorphous Zr7QCu30 and Nb36e. ' %e note here that due to the flux-creep effects, the peak effects around the critical field were smeared out significantly. Detailed quantitative analyses on the parameters, such as the correlation length scales between the fluxoids and grain sizes in these granular films within the frameworks of the collective-pinning models, will be reported elsewhere.
In summary, in this paper, two distinct pinning mechanisms, as depicted by the detailed studies of the scaling behaviors of global pinning force densities in the relatively low field regimes, were found to be responsible for determining the critical current densities of Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 films with diferent granularities. For films with very high-critical current densities, where the intragranular behaviors prevailed, the conventional surface core pinning of some high-density normal pinning centers combined with significant flux-creep effects appeared to be the predominant limiting mechanisms for the critical current densities, whereas in more granular films, suggestive collective-pinning effects on the fluxoids due to weakly pinned intergranular networks with creep effects were found to be the predominant limiting factors.
